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ABSTRACT

We present an automatic procedure to perform reliable photometry of galaxies on SDSS images. We selected a sample of 5853 galaxies
in the Coma and Virgo superclusters. For each galaxy, we derive Petrosian g and i magnitudes, surface brightness and color profiles.
Unlike the SDSS pipeline, our procedure is not affected by the well known shredding problem and efficiently extracts Petrosian mag-
nitudes for all galaxies. Hence we derived magnitudes even from the population of galaxies missed by the SDSS which represents
∼25% of all local supercluster galaxies and ∼95% of galaxies with g < 11 mag. After correcting the g and i magnitudes for Galactic
and internal extinction, the blue and red sequences in the color magnitude diagram are well separated, with similar slopes. In addition,
we study (i) the color-magnitude diagrams in different galaxy regions, the inner (r ≤ 1 kpc), intermediate (0.2RPet ≤ r ≤ 0.3RPet) and
outer, disk-dominated (r ≥ 0.35RPet)) zone; and (ii), we compute template color profiles, discussing the dependences of the templates
on the galaxy masses and on their morphological type. The two analyses consistently lead to a picture where elliptical galaxies show
no color gradients, irrespective of their masses. Spirals, instead, display a steeper gradient in their color profiles with increasing mass,
which is consistent with the growing relevance of a bulge and/or a bar component above 1010 M�.

Key words. galaxies: evolution – galaxies: fundamental parameters – galaxies: star formation – galaxies: photometry

1. Introduction

The advent of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al.
2000) represents a revolution in many fields of observational as-
tronomy. The final SDSS catalog consists of about 500 million
photometric objects in five bands with more than 1 million spec-
tra. This huge amount of publicly available data has given the
community the unprecedented opportunity to study galaxy prop-
erties from a statistical point of view in many different regimes
of local density and cosmic epochs.

Early multi-wavelength studies by Faber (1973),
Visvanathan & Sandage (1977), Aaronson et al. (1981) sug-
gested the existence for E and S0s of a color-magnitude relation
with a shallow slope and a small intrinsic scatter. Similarly,
other authors stated that spiral galaxies follow a color magnitude
relation with a much greater intrinsic scatter (Chester & Roberts
1964; Visvanathan & Griersmith 1977; Griersmith 1980). How-
ever these pioneering studies were based on limited samples
of only tens or at most hundreds of objects which prevented
conclusive statistical analyses. It was only with the advent of
the SDSS that Strateva et al. (2001), using an unprecedented
sample of 147 920 galaxies, have definitely demonstrated the
bimodal distribution of galaxy colors and luminosity, with a
clear separation between star-forming blue late-type galaxies

? Full Table A.1 is only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to
cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/591/A38

and passive, red and dead galaxies. Since 2001, this bimodality
in galaxy distribution has been observed in many different
regimes of density (Baldry et al. 2004; Kauffmann et al. 2004;
Gavazzi et al. 2010) at different redshifts (Bell et al. 2004;
Xue et al. 2010) suggesting an evolutionary path of galaxies
from the so-called blue cloud of star forming galaxies to the red
sequence of dead galaxies. However, the mechanisms that make
galaxies depart from the blue cloud to reach the red sequence
(star formation-quenching) are still under scrutiny.

However the SDSS pipeline was optimized for the extrac-
tion of photometric parameters of galaxies at the median redshift
of the survey (z ∼ 0.1). Large nearby galaxies, often exceed-
ing the apparent diameter of few arcmins were obviously penal-
ized by this choice. One longstanding problem that affects the
identification of extended sources (Blanton et al. 2005) is the so-
called shredding of large, bright (in apparent magnitude) galax-
ies by the automatic pipelines, leading to wrong detections and
incorrect magnitude calculations. Moreover, restrictions due to
fiber collisions dictate that no two fibers can be placed closer
than 55 arcsec during the same observation (Blanton et al. 2003)
which affects the spectroscopy of crowded environments and in-
troduces incompleteness at z < 0.03 where many local large
scale structures exist, namely the local and the Coma superclus-
ters (see Fig. 1).

Nevertheless, galaxies of the local Universe are, at fixed lu-
minosity, the brightest as well as the best spatially resolved ob-
jects of the sky. Therefore, within the SDSS, local galaxies can
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Fig. 1. Sky projection (top) and Wedge diagram (bottom) of galaxies belonging to the sample studied in this work: the Coma supercluster (δ > 18◦;
cz > 4000 km s−1) and the local supercluster (δ < 18◦; cz < 3000 km s−1). Blue dots represent late type galaxies (LTGs) while red dots stand for
early type galaxies (ETGs). The dotted rectangular regions indicate the areas surveyed by ALFALFA.

be analyzed down to a mass limit that cannot be reached at higher
redshift and, in addition, their structures and morphology are
easier to constrain. In fact the median resolution of the SDSS,
given by the median point spread function (PSF ∼1.4 arcsec, in
the r-band), corresponds to a physical scale of ∼600 pc at the
distance of the Coma cluster (∼95.38 Mpc) and ∼80 pc at the dis-
tance of Virgo (∼17 Mpc, Gavazzi et al. 1999; Mei et al. 2007).
This resolution is sufficient to resolve even small structures such
as nuclear disks in galaxies.

Henceforth local galaxies are a natural test-bed for stud-
ies on the evolution of structures at higher redshift. The Lo-
cal and Coma superclusters contain thousands of galaxies and
are a perfect laboratory for studying the leading processes that
transform galaxies from star forming objects into red and dead
structures. Moreover the nearby Universe contain a wide range
of environments that have been broadly studied by many groups
at different wavelengths (Haynes et al. 2011; Boselli et al. 2011;
Gavazzi et al. 2010, 2012). These regions are therefore perfect
to constrain the properties of galactic structures in different en-
vironments at different wavelengths, with the SDSS magnitudes

playing a fundamental role in the panchromatic description of
these structures. Both areas of the sky have been fully covered
by the SDSS in its five optical filters (u, g, r, i, z) and the
data have been first published in the data release 4 (DR4) for
(Virgo, Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2006) and in the DR7 (Coma,
Abazajian et al. 2009). Unfortunately, the data of the Local and
Coma clusters as given by SDSS are affected by the aforemen-
tioned difficulties of the SDSS pipeline and, despite the good
quality of the data, many galaxies are not included in the cat-
alogs or, if present, have in some cases unreliable photometry.
Despite the fact that the worst photometric discrepancies affect
only ∼10% of the whole sample (see Sect. 4.1), these happen
to coincide with the brightest galaxies in the Virgo and Coma
clusters, thus affecting the high mass-end determination of the
luminosity function that is already hampered by the lack of sam-
pled volume.

In this context, our work aims to automatically generate
high-quality photometry from SDSS imaging in two filters (g
and i) for a sample of ∼6000 galaxies within the local and Coma
superclusters described in Sect. 2. Our IDL-based (Interactive
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Data Language) procedure is not limited to the magnitude ex-
traction but performs aperture photometry in each considered
band as well. In Sect. 3 we explain the method developed while
in Sect. 4 we compare our magnitudes with the SDSS database,
the Extended Virgo Cluster Catalog (Kim et al. 2014) and mea-
surements from Gavazzi et al. (2012) and Gavazzi et al. (2013b).
We test quantitatively the efficiency of the SDSS pipeline in
these local clusters, while demonstrating the exquisite quality
of our guided extraction. Sections 5−7 focus on the color-mass
distribution of galaxies within our sample and on the properties
of the different galactic components traced by color profiles as
a function of mass and morphology. Our findings are discussed
and summarized in Sects. 8 and 9.

2. The sample

This work is based on a sample of 6136 nearby galaxies in the
spring sky selected from the SDSS as described in this sec-
tion. The final sample is further split in two subsamples: i)
the local supercluster (11h < RA < 16h; 0◦ < Dec < 18◦;
cz < 3000 km s−1) containing 1112 galaxies and includes the
Virgo cluster; ii) the Coma supercluster (10h < RA < 16h;
18◦ < Dec < 32◦; 4000 < cz < 9500 km s−1) containing 5024
galaxies and includes the Coma cluster. The two subsamples are
displayed in Fig. 1.

Since galaxies at the distance of Virgo have apparent size of-
ten exceeding 5 arcmin, they are strongly affected by the shred-
ding problem (Blanton et al. 2005) therefore our catalog cannot
solely rely on the SDSS spectroscopic database. Thus, the lo-
cal supercluster sample is selected following the prescriptions of
Gavazzi et al. (2012): in the area occupied by the Virgo clus-
ter, the selection is based on the VCC catalog (limited how-
ever to cz < 3000 km s−1) down to its magnitude completeness
limit of 18 mag (Binggeli et al. 1985). The object selection is
furthermore limited to objects with surface brightness above the
1σ of the mean sky surface brightness in i-band of the SDSS
data (see Fig. 2). Outside the Virgo cluster the SDSS selection
is complemented with objects taken from NED and ALFALFA
(Haynes et al. 2011).

At the distance of the Coma supercluster the shredding prob-
lem is less severe and therefore we followed the selection of
Gavazzi et al. (2010, 2013b). Briefly, galaxies are selected from
the SDSS spectroscopic database DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009)
with r < 17.77 mag. To fill the residual incompleteness of the
SDSS catalog for extended galaxies and due to fiber conflict,
133 galaxies from the CGCG catalog (Zwicky et al. 1968) with
known redshifts from NED and 28 from ALFALFA are added,
reaching a total of 5024 galaxies.

For these galaxies, we downloaded the SDSS images (us-
ing the online Mosaic service, see next section) in the g- and
i-band. In this work, we test the procedure exclusively on these
two bands for mainly two reason: i) the u and z filters have lower
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N); ii) if compared to the i-band, the r fil-
ter have a central wavelength closer to the g filter central wave-
length. Hence the g − i color is more sensitive to stellar pop-
ulation gradients and dust absorption. However only for 5753
(94%) targets the download process worked in both the i- and
the g-band1. Of these, 221 galaxies were discarded a posteriori

1 The procedure is able to process all the SDSS bands images at the
same time. Nevertheless, in this paper we present the analysis of only
the g- and i-band images. Obviously adding more bands affects the S/N
of the white image and therefore the detection performed by Source
Extractor.

Fig. 2. Sky surface brightness distributions in g- (blue line) and i-band
(red line) for the sample analyzed in this work. The vertical dashed
lines indicate the mean surface brightness in g- and i-band respectively
〈Σi〉 = 24.36 ± 0.16 and 〈Σg〉 = 25.43 ± 0.17 mag arcsec−2.

because they lie too close to bright stars or they have too low
surface brightness (see Fig. 2). The remaining analyzed sam-
ple is constituted of 969 (local SC) + 4563 (Coma SC) objects,
for a total of 5532 galaxies that can be considered representa-
tive of the nearby Universe. Their morphological classification
and diameters are taken from the public database GOLDMine
(Gavazzi et al. 2003, 2014b).

Summarizing, the sample analyzed in this work coincides
with the one presented by Gavazzi et al. (2013b; with the selec-
tion criteria given in Gavazzi et al. 2010, Coma supercluster)
and Gavazzi et al 2012 (local supercluster) except for 108 VCC
galaxies that were excluded because their surface brightness
(evaluated inside the radius at the 25th B-band isophote reported
in GOLDMine) is lower than the mean sky surface brightness
in i-band (Fig. 2). For the remaining 5532 galaxies the proce-
dure developed in this work is aimed at obtaining more accurate
photometry than reported in Gavazzi et al. (2012, 2013b).

3. The method

Our analysis code has been designed using IDL with the IDL
Astronomy User’s Library (Landsman 1993) and takes advan-
tage of Source Extractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). It processes
FITS SDSS images in multiple bands that were downloaded us-
ing the IRSA and NVO image Mosaic service (Berriman et al.
2004; Katz et al. 2011). The Mosaic interface returns science-
grade SDSS mosaics that preserve fluxes and astrometry and
rectify backgrounds to a common level. Furthermore, the photon
counts are normalized to a common exposure time of 1 s and the
zero point is set to 28.03 mag in every filter. Images are centered
on the target galaxies and span approximately three times their
major diameter at the 25th magnitude arcsec−2 V-band isophote
as reported in GOLDMine (Gavazzi et al. 2003, 2014b). This en-
sures that a sufficient number of sky pixels exist around the tar-
gets for robust measurement of the sky background.
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3.1. Image preparation, target detection and masking

The first step of the procedure is a preliminary estimate of the sky
in each filter in a rectangular peripheral corona of width equal to
one quarter of the full image size. This background mode value
is subtracted from the images. The g and i sky-subtracted im-
ages are then averaged to create a higher signal-to-noise white
frame that is analyzed using Source Extractor which detects and
determines the photometric and geometric parameters of the ob-
jects in the field. We facilitated the Source Extractor detection
enabling the filtering option of the routine. Each image is filtered
with a Gaussian filter in order to smooth the image and avoid the
detection of bright substructure inside the target galaxy as well
as help the detection of the low surface brightness local super-
cluster irregular galaxies. In the Source Extractor setup that we
adopted (for the technical details about the implementation we
refer the reader to Appendices A and B) we apply a 13×13 pixels
smoothing filter. This value is obtained after that we tested that
a finer filter does not cure the shredding problems while a larger
filter drastically affects the deblending of overlapping objects.

Source Extractor succeeds in identifying the target galaxy
as the central object in 96% of the cases. It also identifies all
other objects in the field (overlapping or not with the target),
discriminating between stars and galaxies through a continuum
CLASS_STARparameter that runs form 0 (galaxies) to 1 (stars).
In this work, a lower limit of 0.8 has been adopted for an ob-
ject to be considered a star. A mask of all the sources is then
built and, in order to prevent from masking substructures inside
a galaxy that are erroneously detected as overlapping sources,
our procedure exploits the geometric parameters of the central
galaxy as extracted by Source Extractor and define the area that it
occupies. Henceforth we remove masks that are completely em-
bedded within the central galaxy Kron radius (Graham & Driver
2005) and with a CLASS_STAR parameter lower than 0.8 (non
stellar). This avoids that structures such as spiral arms or bright
HII regions are masked. Despite this geometric criterion, the
masking of other sources with partial overlap with the main
galaxy is preserved. Overall, this method fails to work in less
than 4% of all cases, which, after inspection of the individual
cases, are found to belong to three different classes:

a) 45 large (A > 5 arcmin) galaxies (∼1% of the sample) are
still affected by a serious shredding problem. To overcome
this problem we define an elliptical region for the target
galaxy whose parameters (major, minor axes and PA) are
taken from the UGC or the VCC. Within such elliptical shape
Source Extractor finds and masks stars.

b) 116 (∼2%) targets suffer from insufficient masking from the
halo, or spikes of bright stars in the field, or from the light of
companion galaxies. These objects are masked manually.

c) In ∼1% if cases, the target galaxies do not lie at the center of
their respective images downloaded with Mosaic. This hap-
pens when the target coordinates were inaccurate or when
Mosaic returns images displaced from the nominal coordi-
nates. In these cases our code masks erroneously the galaxy
as it does not recognize it as the primary target. These cases
are repaired by manually cutting the frames around the target
galaxy. Altogether cases a+b+c, the only that requires human
intervention, affect 220 objects out of 5532, a mere 4% of all
cases. The remaining 96% are treated automatically. In this
sense our procedure cannot be defined fully automatic, but
quasi-automatic or guided. Once the mask is obtained the
sky is re-computed (and re-subtracted) in order to remove
the possible contamination by the sources within the corona
used for preliminary background subtraction.

3.2. Petrosian radius and photometric extraction

For each target galaxy identified in the white image, Source
Extractor provides a set of parameters (i.e., the center XWIN,
YWIN, the position angle PA and the axis ratio B/A). Using
these parameters or, in case of Source Extractor failure, those
taken at the 25th magnitude isophote in B-band from GOLD-
mine (Gavazzi et al 2003, 2014) our procedure creates a set of
concentric ellipses centered on the object and oriented at fixed
PA, with a constant axis ratio B/A, evaluated at the 1.5σ of the
sky isophote by Source Extractor. In this work we choose to keep
constant axis ratio and PA in order to keep a constant radial step
between the elliptical annuli avoiding jumps due to the twist and
overlap of the isophotes in galaxies hosting non-axisymmetric
structures such as spiral arms or bars (Micheva et al. 2013)2. The
concentric ellipses define the elliptical annuli over which the sur-
face brightness profile is evaluated as a function of the distance
along the major axis, down to the Σsky surface brightness limit.
Within the ellipses, the procedure evaluates the Petrosian radius
rp. This is defined as the radius at which the Petrosian ratio Rp,
defined as

Rp(rp) =


∫ 1.25r

0.8r dr′2πr′I(r′)

π(1.252 − 0.82)r2



∫ r

0 dr′2πr′I(r′)

πr2


−1

, (1)

(Blanton et al. 2001; Yasuda et al. 2001) reaches 0.2, in line with
the value adopted by the SDSS pipeline. The Petrosian flux (FP)
is defined as the flux within Np Petrosian radii. We set N = 2,
once again consistently with the SDSS algorithm. For consis-
tency, Petrosian magnitudes are computed in both the g and i im-
ages within the same aperture, determined in the white frame.

Similarly, the set of ellipses generated on the white image is
used to evaluate both the g and i surface brightness profiles. Both
are computed down to the Σsky surface brightness limit, see the
example shown in Fig. 3.

Finally, the (g − i) color image is obtained performing the
operation Im(g−i) = −2.5 log Img

Imi
, where Img and Imi are respec-

tively the g and i sky-subtracted image and Im(g−i) is the color
image. The color profile, truncated where the rms ∼ 1σsky;(g−i),
is obtained subtracting the i- from the g-band surface brightness
profile.

3.3. Errors

In order to evaluate errors on the surface brightness profiles, we
take into account the Poissonian statistical noise (

√
S , where

S are the counts) and the noise contributed by the statistics of
the background, which has units of flux per area (i.e., surface
brightness). This corresponds to the total observed individual
pixel background σ integrated over the area A. Nevertheless,
the MONTAGE software resamples the images of multiple
SDSS fields building a mosaicked image of the target ob-
ject with a generalized drizzle algorithm. The draw-backs are
a Moirè pattern (Cotini et al. 2013), a slight image degrada-
tion (Blanton et al. 2011) and a mild correlation in the noise
of pixels which can lead to an underestimate of the statistic
of background. The Moiré pattern is in general non relevant

2 To speed up the procedure we set the step between adjacent ellipses
(along the semi-major axis) as a function of the image dimensions:
1 pixel for images smaller than 300 pixels; 2 pixels for images greater
than 300 pixels, up to 1000 pixels; 4 pixels for images greater than
1000 pixels.
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Fig. 3. Surface brightness profiles of the Virgo galaxy VCC-508. The g,
i and white profiles are respectively show in blue, red and black in the
top panel. All are traced down to Σsky. In the bottom panel, the color
profile is plotted.

(Cotini et al. 2013) and the degradation of the image is indeed
very small (Blanton et al. 2011). Hence, following standard pro-
cedures (e.g., Gawiser et al. 2006 and Fumagalli et al. 2014), we
estimated the correlated noise that possibly affects our sky noise
determination, especially within wide apertures. We compute an
empirical noise model for the images, by measuring the flux
standard deviation in aperture of npix pixels within sky regions
empty of sources, according to the segmentation map. We fit the
size-dependent standard deviation with the function

σ(npix) = σ1αnβpix, (2)

where σ1 is the individual pixel standard deviation and α and β
are the best-fit parameters that typically have a value of α ∼ 1
and β ∼ 0.56 within our sample (where β = 0.5 means un-
correlated noise), implying a small but non-zero correlation in
the pixel noise. The sky errors are therefore evaluated following
the fitted function. Finally we consider an additional important
source of error that comes from residual gradient of the flat field,
which is estimated to be 10% of the rms in the individual pixel
by Gavazzi (1993). This represents the dominant source of error
in the low surface brightness regions and must therefore be taken
into account. The total noise (N) is therefore estimated to be the
quadratic sum of the empirical noise model, sky (corrected for
the noise correlation) and flat fielding errors:

N =

√
C
G

+ (σ2)(∆A)1.12 + 0.1σ2A, (3)

where C are the counts, G the gain of the CCD, ∆A is the annuli
area and A is the area of the aperture.

The magnitudes into the aperture are

m ± δ(m) = Zp − 2.5 log(S ± N). (4)

Errors on magnitudes in the profile can therefore be written as:

δm = −2.5 log
(
1 ±

N
S

)
, (5)

where S is the observed flux and N is the noise. In the (g − i)
color profiles, the noise (N(g − i)) is computed as the quadratic
sum of the Ng and Ni which are the noise computed with Eq. (3)
respectively in g- and i-band.

4. Results

For the 5532 galaxies analyzed with our procedure, we com-
pute g and i Petrosian magnitudes, surface brightness profiles
and (g − i) color profiles truncated at 1σ of the background.
Petrosian AB magnitudes and colors are given in Table 1 and
are available via the online database GOLDMine (Gavazzi et al.
2003, 2014b).

4.1. Magnitudes

In the top panel of Fig. 4, the Petrosian magnitudes extracted
with the procedure described above are compared to those down-
loaded from the data release 10 of the SDSS (Ahn et al. 2014).
We found values for 5465 objects, while 383 (∼7%) objects are
missing in the DR10: 274 are from the local supercluster and
113 from the Coma supercluster. Although a considerable frac-
tion show an appreciable agreement (residuals have a σ ∼ 0.13
in both the g- and i-band and median value of −0.05; ∼90% of
the data is in agreement within 0.4 mag, i.e. 3σ), about 20% of
the SDSS magnitudes differs of more than 0.3 mag from our de-
terminations and about 2% of the plotted magnitudes show up to
8 mag discrepancy in the SDSS DR10 database values.

One problem can be ascribed to the SDSS determination
of the local background, i.e. by cutting all pixels above a cer-
tain sigma level and considering all remaining ones as being
part of the background. For large, diffuse, extended objects this
leads to a wrong local background determination that is used
by the pipeline. The distribution of the residuals (bottom dia-
gram of the top panels of Fig. 4) saturates at faint magnitudes
indicating a systematic effect in small and low surface bright-
ness systems (5th percentile at ∼−0.75 while the 95th percentile
falls at ∼0.05). We checked in the photometric catalog of the
DR10 for possible causes of such an effect and found that the
most deviant points are indeed low surface brightness, blue sys-
tems that are flagged as NOPETRO by the SDSS pipeline. This
means that their Petrosian radius could not be measured by the
pipeline in the r-band (because of their low S/N, Lupton et al.
2001; Strauss et al. 2002) and it is set to the PSF FWHM, thus
deriving PSF magnitudes for objects which are indeed extended.
The other (less extreme) deviant points are again irregularly
shaped, blue galaxies all reporting photometric flags indicat-
ing problems either with the raw data, the image or the evalua-
tion of the Petrosian quantities (Lupton et al. 2001; Strauss et al.
2002) such as: DEBLENDED_AS_PSF (deblending problems),
DEBLEND_NOPEAK, MANYPETRO3, etc. In these cases, the
SDSS pipeline underestimates the Petrosian radius and hence the
aperture for the photometry. Henceforth we stress that our pro-
cedure is not affected by this problem because it measures the

3 In irregular low surface brightness systems there may be more than
one Petrosian radius, Lupton et al. (2001).
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Fig. 4. The g-band and i-band Petrosian magnitudes from this work compared to: magnitudes from the SDSS Data Release 10 (Ahn et al. 2014,
top panels), those published in Gavazzi et al. (2012, 2013, middle panels), and from the Extended Virgo Cluster Catalog (Kim et al. 2014, bottom
panels). Blue points refer to the data within 3σ from the one to one correlation, while the orange points highlight the outliers i.e., galaxies with
∆mag > 3σ to the one-to-one relation (where sigma is the standard deviation of the residual distribution). In each panel we report the sigma of
the residual distribution as well as the percentage of outliers. We stress that the agreement with Gavazzi et al. (2012, 2013b), Kim et al. (2014)
is satisfactory, in particular for the brightest objects (42), that are totally missing in the SDSS DR10. For each plot, the bottom panel reports the
residual magnitudes between the two measurements.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of magnitudes that are missing in the SDSS catalog
as a function of the i-band apparent magnitude from this work.

Petrosian radius in the white image which has an improved S/N.
This allows us to derive reliable magnitudes even in low sur-
face brightness systems and, in general, systematically measure
a larger Petrosian radius (hence Petrosian flux) if compared to
the SDSS r-band Petrosian radius. Nevertheless we stress that,
the fact that the Petrosian flux is taken within two Petrosian radii
ensures that both apertures gather substantially the same Pet-
rosian flux for the vast majority of the sample (Graham & Driver
2005), i.e., the total flux. Moreover, DR10 lacks almost com-
pletely the brightest and most extended galaxies (g . 11, i . 10),
as demonstrated by the distribution of the 383 objects that are not
included in the SDSS database shown in Fig. 5.

In fact, considering both discrepant and missing magnitudes,
∼9% of the SDSS data are either unreliable or missing. In partic-
ular, in the local supercluster, the percentage of missed galaxies
of the DR10 is around 26% and, if we consider objects below
11 mag, it reaches a dramatic 95%, reflecting the difficulties of
the SDSS pipeline when dealing with nearby extended objects.
Moreover, the few (12) bright galaxies (g < 11 mag) included in
the DR10 deviates more than 3σ from the one-to-one correlation
in Fig. 4. On the other hand, in the Coma supercluster, the per-
centage of missing and unreliable galaxies drops to 3% thanks
to the smaller angular size of the objects.

To overcome the above discrepancies, about 400 galaxies
of the local supercluster have been manually measured using
IRAF/QPHOT by Gavazzi et al. (2012). Moreover, for nearly
5000 galaxies in the Coma Supercluster the magnitudes were
derived from the SDSS DR7 by Gavazzi et al. (2013b). We
compare our automatically extracted magnitudes with those
from Gavazzi et al. (2012, 2013b) (which are publicly avail-
able via the online database GOLDMine, Gavazzi et al. 2013c,
2014b) obtaining a satisfactory agreement (median difference of
∼−0.025 mag), as shown in Fig. 4 (middle panels), especially
below 11 mag. At the faint end there is less agreement, as ∼15%
of galaxies show a residual between the two measurements that
exceeds 0.3 mag. The 5th percentile of the residuals distribution

is ∼−0.45 mag while the 95th percentiles is ∼0.2 mag, indicat-
ing that the systematic effect at low surface brightness affecting
the DR10, affects the Gavazzi et al. measurements too. In fact,
despite Gavazzi et al. checked the reliability of the magnitudes
taken from the SDSS database of the magnitudes of the DR7,
these were not re-calculated and therefore suffer similar prob-
lems as the DR10 data. As a matter of fact, the most discrepant
objects are once again mainly blue and low surface brightness
and are flagged in the SDSS photometry as problematic data.
Hence, we believe that the observed discrepancies are again to
be attributed to a bad evaluation of the Petrosian radius by the
SDSS pipeline among some irregular and low surface brightness
systems.

More recently, Kim et al. (2014) released the new Extended
Virgo Cluster Catalog (EVCC) which covers an area 5.2 times
larger than that of the VCC catalog (Binggeli et al. 1985). It in-
cludes 676 galaxies that were not included in the original VCC
catalog. Similarly to our work, the EVCC is based on SDSS DR7
images, but it includes all the five SDSS bands u g r i z deter-
mined using Source Extractor with parameters that are tailored
by inspection of the individual galaxies.

We found 844 galaxies in common with the EVCC and we
compared their g and i magnitudes with our results. The resulting
correlation is plotted in Fig. 4 (bottom panels) and shows a more
than satisfactory agreement (median residual of −0.009 mag,
σ ∼ 0.07) between the two measurements. In particular, we
remark the good agreement reached below 14 mag indicating
that, unlike the SDSS photometric pipeline, neither the shred-
ding problem nor the aperture radius measurement affect the re-
sults of both semi-automated methods. Moreover, 85% of the
galaxies differs by less than 0.2 mag between the two stud-
ies. The Kim et al. (2014) magnitudes are measured by Source
Extractor within an aperture with radius equal to k times the
Kron radius (Graham & Driver 2005) of the galaxy, where k
is the Kron factor and is set to k = 2.5. This value is cho-
sen because is expected to recover more than 94% of the total
flux (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). Therefore the agreement further
demonstrate that the aperture radius set to two times the Pet-
rosian radius evaluated in the white image recovers efficiently
the total flux of the galaxy. Despite the overall excellent agree-
ment, 6% of galaxies above mag ∼15 display a difference be-
tween our and their measurements that exceeds 0.3 mag (∼5×σ)
and, in two cases, the two determinations differs of ∼3 mag.
The vast majority of these discrepant objects appear significantly
fainter in our analysis and are low surface brightness systems
that lie very near to bright sources (e.g., stars, interacting galax-
ies etc.). We re-measured these magnitudes with IRAF/QPHOT
and concluded that some contaminating light has likely not been
fully masked by Kim et al. (2014).

5. The color−magnitude

After computing the observed magnitudes as described in the
previous sections, we correct them for Galactic extinction, fol-
lowing the 100 micron based reddening map of Schlegel et al.
(1998), re-calibrated by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011). Further-
more, colors of late-type galaxies are corrected for internal
extinction using the empirical transformation (Gavazzi et al.
2013b)

(g−i)0 = (g−i)mw−0.17
(
[1 − cos(incl)]

[
log

(
M?

M�

)
− 8.17

])
, (6)

where (g − i)mw is the color corrected for Milky Way Galac-
tic extinction, M? is the mass computed with Eq. (7) using the
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Fig. 6. Top: color magnitude diagram of the observed colors displaying
the well known bimodal distribution for late type galaxies (blue cloud,
blue dots) and early type galaxies (red sequence, red dots). Bottom: the
color magnitude diagram after the inclination correction has been ap-
plied. The red sequence and the blue cloud are well separated at all
masses.

uncorrected color and incl is the inclination of the galaxy, com-
puted following Solanes et al. (1996).

Stellar masses are derived from the i magnitudes and the in-
clination corrected color (g − i)0, assuming a Chabrier IMF via
the mass vs i-band luminosity relation

log
(

M?

M�

)
= −0.96 + 1.13(g − i)0 + log

(
Li

L�

)
(7)

published by Zibetti et al. (2009), where Li is the i-band lumi-
nosity of the galaxy in solar units.

Figure 6 (top panel) shows the observed color-mass diagram
of the local and Coma superclusters before the inclination cor-
rection is applied. The sharp oblique density contrast occurring
around 108 M� is caused by the SDSS selection (r < 17.7) at
the different distances of the local and Coma superclusters (re-
spectively ∼17 Mpc ad ∼95 Mpc) and by the mild dependence
on galaxy color of the mass-luminosity relation. The local su-
percluster is indeed less populated due to the lack of sampled

Table 1. Slopes of the linear fits (g− i) = a+b× lg(M∗) of the blue cloud
and red sequence for the local supercluster (Lsc), the Coma supercluster
(Csc), the whole sample (All).

Sample bLTG bETG

Lsc 0.148 ± 0.007 0.121 ± 0.005
Csc 0.214 ± 0.005 0.150 ± 0.004
All 0.184 ± 0.004 0.131 ± 0.002

volume and is undersampled at high masses. Nevertheless, ow-
ing to its proximity, the SDSS selection allows us to include in
the analysis galaxies down to masses as low as ∼106.5 M�. On the
contrary, the selection restricts the Coma color-magnitude rela-
tion to &108.5 M� making the blue cloud relation appear steeper
than the local one (see Table 1).

Early-type galaxies (dE,dS0, E, S0 and S0a; red dots) form
the red sequence while late-type galaxies (from Sa to Irr, blue
dots) follow the blue cloud that overlaps with the red se-
quence at high masses, as highlighted with early SDSS data by
Strateva et al. (2001), Hogg et al. (2004). The morphological cut
is based on the morphological classification available in GOLD-
Mine (Gavazzi et al. 2003, 2014b). After the internal extinction
correction is applied, as in Fig. 6 (Bottom panel), the color mag-
nitude preserves its bimodality, with less overlap at high masses.
At this point a note of caution is required: the selection bias that
affects the more populated Coma sample prevents us from reli-
ably extract a general slope. Therefore we constraint our fit to the
deeper data of the local Universe and find that the slope of the
blue cloud remains steeper than that of the red sequence even
after the corrections. As a matter of fact, the local blue cloud
best fit changes from (g − i)LTG = 0.18 × log(M∗) − 0.87 in the
uncorrected plot to

(g − i)LTG;0 = 0.15 × log(M∗) − 0.64 (8)

when the correction is applied, where (g−i)LTG and (g−i)LTG;0 are
respectively the blue cloud uncorrected and corrected color and
the error over the slope is as low as ∼3 × 10−3 in both relations.
As expected, since no inclination correction acts on ETGs, the
red sequence fit remains consistent in both relations: (g− i)ETG =
0.13 × log(M∗) − 0.12.

6. Radial color profiles

For each object of the sample, our procedure yields a radial color
profile. In this section, we discuss the color profiles extracted
by taking a closer look to some prototypical cases. Then we de-
scribe more quantitatively the general properties of color profiles
along the Hubble sequence creating a set of radial color profile
templates of different morphological classes in different mass
bins.

In general, the color is a good tracer of the specific SFR:
regions actively forming stars have bluer colors than regions of
quenched SFR and profile shapes generally correlate with the
Hubble type. Early type galaxies (e.g., Es and S0s) typically
have almost flat and red profiles, common among the red and
dead objects (Tamura & Ohta 2003; Wu et al. 2005). Differently
from the ETGs, irregular galaxies are characterized by an al-
most flat blue profile reflecting their lack of dust and their on-
going SF activity at all radii (Fig. 7, bottom row). Finally spiral
galaxies have a composite profile that is blue at large radii and
becomes redder only toward the center in correspondence with
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Fig. 7. RGB SDSS images and (g − i) extracted color profiles of six galaxies belonging to the local supercluster sample: a) VCC 1154 is an
S0 galaxy with a circumnuclear dusty disk of ∼800 pc as shown by an archival HST image. The presence of these structures is easily spotted by a
clear deviation towards the red on circumnuclear scale in the (g− i) profile at 3′′ as indicated by the vertical white line. b) The barred spiral galaxy
VCC 508. Its circumnuclear star-forming disk (highlighted in the inset) produces a deviation towards blue in the color profile at ∼10′′ as indicated
by the vertical white line. c) VCC-1690 (Boselli et al. 2016), spiral galaxy with a strong blue AGN nuclear (g− i) color. Its nuclear spectra (shown
in the inset) exhibit the key signatures of Post StarBurst (PSB) galaxies. d) Late-type galaxy VCC-873. The AGN activity is strongly obscured
by dust and its color profile reaches extreme values. e) Irregular galaxy VCC 664 and its blue, nearly flat color profile. f) The low mass galaxy
together with its PSB-like nuclear spectrum. Its central emission strongly deviates towards bluer colors with respect of the outermost region of the
galaxy.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of our color profiles (red dots) with the ones derived
from McDonald et al. (2011; black dots) for six galaxies matching the
two samples of different types. From top left to right we plot VCC 1632,
VCC 2095, VCC 596, that are respectively an E,S0,Sc (from NED). In
the second row we plot VCC 1555, VCC 1356, 1499, respectively an
Sc an Sm and a dE. There is an overall good agreement but the profiles
display some differences especially in late type galaxies. We ascribe
these effects to the difference in the isophotal fitting technique and the
one adopted in this work to extract the profiles. McDonald et al. (2011)
are indeed sensitive to twists of the isophotes occurring in the presence
of spiral arms, bars and even in bright HII regions in irregular galaxies.

structures such as bulges or bars (e.g., VCC-1690 in Fig. 7, see
also Gavazzi et al. 2015, for a detailed discussion), consistent
with the conclusion drawn by Fossati et al. (2013) who com-
pared the distribution of the star formation from Hα imaging
flux with the stellar continuum.

Strong deviations from the typical color profiles can be in-
duced by strong dust absorption, as in the case of the highly
inclined galaxy VCC-873 shown in Fig. 7. The strongest devia-
tions are observable in the nuclear regions of galaxies, where, for
example, nuclear dusty disks are detectable as clear deviations
toward a redder color (see, e.g., VCC-1154 in Fig. 7, top-left).
On the other hand, unobscured HII regions, dominated by young
stars, can cause strong deviations towards the blue in the color
profiles. The barred spiral galaxy VCC-508 (Fig. 7, top-right) is
the perfect posterchild of this class of objects, with a color pro-
file deviating towards the blue on a scale of 3 arcsec (∼300 pc),
in correspondence with a star-forming ring (vividly shown in
the HST archival image), and possibly in correspondence of
the bar Inner Lindblad Resonance (ILR, Kormendy & Kennicutt
2004; Comerón et al. 2010; Font et al. 2014). Similar nuclear

blue spikes can be associated to unobscured AGNs and Post
StarBurst (PSB) nuclei. An example of galaxy hosting a PSB
nucleus is VCC-1499 (shown in Fig. 7), a member of the dEs of
the Virgo cluster that display blue nuclei (Lisker et al. 2006). To
better test the good quality of our profiles in Fig. 8 we show the
comparison between color profiles extracted in this work with
the ones derived from the surface brightness profiles published
by McDonald et al. (2011) for six galaxies of different morpho-
logical types: VCC1632 (E), VCC 2095 (S0), VCC0596 (Sc).
VCC1555(Sc), VCC1356(Sm), VCC1499(dE). The agreement
is good indicating once again the good quality of the photometry
produced by our automatic pipeline. Nevertheless small differ-
ences appear especially in late type galaxies in Fig. 8. We as-
cribe these effects to the fact that the profiles of McDonald et al.
(2011) were extracted with an isophotal fitting procedure (i.e.,
ellipticity and PA of the ellipses are allowed to vary) contrary to
ours. In fact the greatest deviations are displayed in VCC0596.
VCC1555, VCC1356 that are three late type galaxies, respec-
tively an Sc, Sc and Sm. In these objects, isophotes twists in
correspondence with non axisymmetric structures.

6.1. Templates

This section is devoted to a more quantitative analysis of the
color profiles and of their correlations with stellar mass and mor-
phology, focusing only on local supercluster galaxies, which are
resolved on scales of ∼100 pc. Moreover, in this way, we are
not affected by the selection bias discussed in Sect. 2. Template
profiles allow us to investigate the average properties of color
profiles in our sample as a function of mass and morphology.
After normalizing each profile to the Petrosian radius and cor-
recting for Galactic extinction, we create template profiles in dif-
ferent bins of stellar mass and morphology with a radial step of
0.05 R/Rpet. Further on we correct the profiles for internal extinc-
tion. Despite the fact that we cannot obtain radial extinction pro-
files, Holwerda et al. (2005) show that on average the radial ex-
tinction profiles of spirals are flat within the given errors, except
for the very central region (R . 0.2 R25) where extinction can
be significantly more severe with respect to the external parts.
It is impossible to correct for dust extinction this region relying
solely on the optical data and to implement a precise galaxy-to-
galaxy dust correction for the whole sample is way beyond the
scope of the present study. Therefore we correct the profiles ap-
plying the average correction evaluated for the total color of the
galaxy. In addition, we did not include galaxies with incl > 60◦,
in order to avoid contaminations from edge-on spirals whose in-
ternal and external colors are dramatically reddened by the dust
extinction through the disk plane (see Fig. 7d). We defined three
equally populated mass bins:

– a low mass bin containing galaxies with M∗ ≤ 108.5 M�;
– an intermediate mass bin, in which 108.5 < M∗ ≤ 1010 M�;
– a high mass bin, in which 1010 < M∗ ≤ 1012 M�.

In the intermediate and high mass bins we identified three
morphological classes: the first class contains elliptical galax-
ies, S0s and S0a; the second bin includes late type galaxies
from Sa to Sbc while the last bin Sc and irregulars. The cut is
based on the morphological classification taken from GOLD-
Mine (Gavazzi et al. 2003, 2014b) which, in the local Universe,
is mainly based on the morphological classification performed
by de Vaucouleurs et al. (1991) and Binggeli et al. (1985) on
photographic plates of exquisite quality.
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Fig. 9. Template color profiles in different bins of mass and morphology. Left panel: low mass bin (M ≤ 108.5 M�) where red stands for dwarf
ellipticals (dE) and blue for dwarf irregulars (dIrr). Central panel: intermediate mass bin (108.5 M� < M ≤ 1010 M�) where red dots are for the
ETGs (from E to S0a) template, green dots for Spirals (from Sa to Sbc) and blue dots for Sc−Irr LTGs. Right panel: high mass bin (M > 1010 M�)
where the color code is the same as the intermediate mass bin. In both the high-mass and the intermediate-mass bins, we did not take into account
galaxies with incl > 60◦.

Galaxies with masses lower than 108.5 M� are either clas-
sified as dwarf ellipticals or dwarf irregulars. The resulting
template profiles are shown in Fig. 9, separately for each mor-
phological bin.

Summarizing, early type galaxies do not show significant
gradients, irrespective of their mass. Late type galaxies show in-
stead flat profiles in the low mass bin while, at higher masses,
their profiles show evident color gradients, implying the pres-
ence of a red component in their central region whose impor-
tance increases with mass. Focusing on the highest mass bin,
spirals are as red as ellipticals in their central parts and as blue
as dIrrs in their outskirts. In other words, given the well known
color-sSFR relation, spirals are primarily quenched in a central
region whose importance is a function of mass while their outer-
most regions remain star forming (Fossati et al. 2013).

7. Color−magnitude decomposition

Inspecting Fig. 9 with the aim of further investigating properties
of color gradients, we identified three non-overlapping zones of
interest of the color profiles:

– the nuclear (or innermost) region going from the center of the
galaxy up to approximately 1 kpc;

– an intermediate region defined by 0.2RPet ≤ R ≤ 0.3RPet;
– an outer, disk-dominated, zone with R ≥ 0.35 RPet.

Figure 10 shows the galaxy color as a function of the total stel-
lar mass for each of the three zones, all corrected for Galactic
extinction, with the disk-dominated zone also corrected for in-
clination. Overall, galaxies belonging to the red sequence are
insensitive to this decomposition and show a consistent gradi-
ent in all three mass-color diagrams traced by each zone. Instead
late-type galaxies populate a blue cloud that show three different
distributions for each of the three zone analyzed. While the outer
region of late type galaxies follows a relation almost parallel to
the red sequence, the inner zones lie on much steeper color-mass
relations.

7.1. Nuclei

In the left panel of Fig. 10 we plot the color mass diagram of the
inner kpc of galaxies in our local supercluster sample. Early type
galaxies form a well defined red sequence while late type galax-
ies lie on the blue cloud. Comparing this diagram to the classical
color-magnitude, the red sequence slopes are consistent. Nev-
ertheless, considering nuclear colors, late type galaxies scatter
around a much steeper relation that crosses the red sequence at
about 109 M�, displaying color indices even greater than those
for typical early types at M∗ > 109.5−10 M�. Furthermore, in the
mass range 109−1012 M�, we highlight galaxies with ongoing
nuclear activity, such as AGNs, LINERS and Seyfert (green dots
in the left panel in Fig. 10). The adopted nuclear activity classi-
fication is based on the ratio of nuclear Hα and [NII] emission
lines according to the WHAN (Cid Fernandes et al. 2011) dia-
gram. Nuclear emission lines were taken from the SDSS spec-
troscopic database Data Release 12 (Alam et al. 2015), comple-
mented with spectra available in NED and other measured by
Gavazzi et al. (2013c). Overall we find the nuclear classifications
for 91% of the galaxies.

As it can be seen in Fig. 10, these objects, highlighted in
green, deviate from the relations followed by the red sequence
and the blue cloud and reach the most extreme red values of
color indices at any given mass.

To further investigate how the color inside the nuclear re-
gion is linked to its nuclear activity we define an index of “cen-
tral/nuclear reddening”:

Qred = (g − i)nuc − (g − i)0, (9)

where (g − i)nuc is the nuclear-scale color corrected for Galactic
extinction and (g − i)0 is the mean color of the galaxy. Qred esti-
mates the deviation of the nuclear color from the average color
of the galaxy. Figure 11 shows the distribution of Qred for four
different categories of nuclear activity: in orange, we plot the
distribution of the RETIRED (galaxies that stopped their star
formation and have their gas ionized by old stellar populations,
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Fig. 10. Color−magnitude diagram of three different zones where red dots are ETGs and blue dots are LTGs: (left panel) inner zone, where open
green dots are galaxies hosting an active galactic nucleus of different kinds (LINERs, Seyfert, AGN) classified on the basis of nuclear emission
lines; (central panel) intermediate zone; right panel: outer, disk-dominated zone.

Stasińska et al. 2015) and Passive nuclei galaxies; in red are dis-
played LINERs, AGNs and Seyfert; blue represents Post Star-
Burst (PSB) galaxies and green is for HII region-like nuclei.

The identified categories distribute quite differently: Passive
and Retired galaxies show a quite tight distribution peaked at
Qred ∼ 0; Active Galactic Nuclei are undoubtedly associated
with colors that are redder than the average of the galaxy. The
vast majority (∼91%) have values of Qred > 0.0 and only 9% of
AGNs display a bluer nucleus with respect to the galaxy color.
Moreover, if we consider galaxies reaching the more extreme
deviations, i.e. Qred > 0.3, they represent the 45% of the AGNs
population. This effect is possibly due to dust absorption associ-
ated with the gas fueling the nuclear region, although a contribu-
tion from the AGN itself cannot be excluded based only on the
optical data. Post Starburst (PSB) galaxies are, on the contrary,
associated with nuclei that are bluer with respect to the galaxy
color since in 80% of cases PSBs display a Qred < 0; HII-region
like nuclei have instead the most widespread distribution of nu-
clear colors, with respect to the galaxy color. The evidence of
a bluer nucleus in PSBs and the fact that they are preferentially
found in higher density environments is consistent with a picture
where these objects are transitioning from the blue cloud to red
sequence quenching their star formation in an outside-in fashion
due to a ram pressure stripping event (Gavazzi et al. 2010).

Moreover, if we consider low and high mass galaxies sepa-
rately (Fig. 11, bottom panel), the distribution is bimodal: HII
region-like nuclei in massive galaxies are always redder than the
galaxy itself while, at low masses, the distribution is dominated
by galaxies showing a nucleus that is bluer with respect to the
average color of the galaxy.

This is consistent with a picture where nuclei of small galax-
ies are more likely to be caught in a bursting act and have lit-
tle or no dust absorption (Holwerda et al. 2005) while, massive
galaxies have on average a redder nucleus with respect to the
galaxy color possibly due to dust extinction. Nevertheless, our
optical data cannot exclude a contribution from an underlying
older stellar population.

7.2. Bulges, bars and disks
Focusing on the second and third panel of Fig. 10, we
highlight the intermediate and disk zone contribution to the
color−magnitude diagram. The red sequence is once again con-
sistent between the two plots. Indeed, the slopes determined with

a least squared fit of the red sequence in the two diagrams are
consistently 0.17±0.01 and 0.16±0.01 mag dex−1. On the other
hand, the blue cloud differs significantly: its slope varies from
0.34 ± 0.01 mag dex−1 in the innermost region to 0.28 ± 0.01
and 0.18 ± 0.01 mag dex−1 respectively in the intermediate and
disk-dominated regions.

Therefore, in the intermediate zone, the blue cloud displays
a steep relation although not as steep as in the innermost re-
gion. Nevertheless, the blue cloud completely overlaps the red
sequence at M∗ > 1010 M�. This behavior drastically changes
in the disk-dominated zone (right panel of Fig. 10). Indeed,
the outer-zone color magnitude diagram is composed of two
well separated distributions: the blue cloud increases its color
with mass following a slope that is almost identical to the red
sequence.

In the intermediate zone, above a threshold mass, LTG galax-
ies have therefore suppressed SF and assume color values typi-
cal of ETGs. On the contrary, they mostly appear as normal star
forming objects in their outer disks.

Moreover, the growth of the red component and the color
contamination from the star forming disk (with bluer colors) in
this zone can be approximately traced by the color difference
between the intermediate and the outer zone shown in Fig. 12,
where this difference is plotted as a function of mass. Despite a
significant scatter, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirms that the
distributions of ETGs and LTGs are not drawn from the same
parent sample (P . 10−3). Red and blue lines connect the av-
erage difference between the intermediate and outer regions in-
side bins of 1 log(M∗/M�) separately for ETGs (red) and LTGs
(blue). This diagram shows that early type galaxies display an
average mild gradient of approximately .0.1 mag from low to
high mass galaxies.

Late type galaxies are instead characterized by a gradient
between the two zones whose importance increases with mass.
This is consistent with a picture where galaxies develop a red and
dead, quenched structure in their central regions, the relevance of
which depends on mass. In their disks, instead, late type galax-
ies preserve their star formation almost unaffected. Nevertheless,
even the outer regions, which are occupied by SF structures and
are therefore blue, still display an increasingly red color with in-
creasing mass (see Fig. 10, right panel). As a note of caution,
we remind that the correction for internal extinction is not radi-
ally dependent and although it is a good approximation, some
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Fig. 11. Top: normalized distributions of the nuclear reddening Qr
indices for different classes of nuclear activity (computed following
Cid Fernandes et al. 2011) color coded as follows: AGNs are repre-
sented by a red line; the PSBs distribution is traced by the blu line;
the green line stands for HII-like nuclei and the orange for PASSIVE
and Retired galaxies. Bottom: normalized distributions of HII-like nu-
clei above (red) and below (blue) 109 M�.

small residual contribution of the dust absorption might still af-
fect the profiles. Nevertheless, visual inspection of many images
and profiles support the idea that the main cause of the red color
observed is due to different stellar populations instead of dust
extinction.

8. Discussion

Our method successfully led to a set of final optical color-based
parameters that trace some properties of nuclei, bulges, and disks
among our local sample. In our analysis, we searched for system-
atic gradients in (g − i) color profiles in different galaxy types.
Here we compare our results with literature studies and discuss
their implications for galaxy formation and evolution.

We investigated color gradients with two different tech-
niques: in Sect. 6.1 we built color profiles templates for different
morphological classes in three bins of increasing mass; in Sect. 7
we relate the galaxy total stellar mass versus the average color
of three different, non-overlapping regions in which respectively
nuclei, bulges (and/or bars) and disks are the dominant structure.
As a general result, regardless of the binning used, colors show
a mass dependency, with more massive galaxies harboring red-
der structures with respect to their lower mass counterparts (see
Fig. 10), confirming different literature results.

8.1. Nuclei

Our investigation of nuclear regions confirms the tight correla-
tion existing between the color of nuclei and the luminosity/mass
of the host-galaxy that has been consistently observed in detailed
studies of massive Virgo cluster galaxies by the ACS Virgo clus-
ter survey (Côté et al. 2006) and of fainter galaxies of the Virgo
and Fornax clusters (Lotz et al. 2004). We find that the correla-
tion holds for both faint and bright galaxies although it shows a
large scatter in the bright end of the distribution. Consistently,
Côté et al. (2006) have shown that the brightest early type galax-
ies show a considerable scatter in the nuclear color magnitude.
Nevertheless, a note of caution is required: the scale that de-
fines our innermost region extends up to 1 kpc, which is ap-
proximately ten times the scale length of the nuclei studied in
the ACS Virgo cluster survey and by Lotz et al. (2004) both re-
lying on HST data. In particular, we note that our innermost re-
gion extends to the typical distance within which dusty structures
such as the one in Fig. 3a are found. In the ACS these represents
∼20% of the ETGs and therefore at least for these early type
galaxies, the high reddening is likely dominated by the presence
of structures of dust instead of their underlying stellar popula-
tions. Nevertheless we still find evidences of the results drawn
by Lotz et al. (2004) and Côté et al. (2006): all nuclear regions
of bright ETGs are redder than their harboring galaxy (Côté et al.
2006) while, at the faint end of the red sequence, nuclear colors
are more scattered and often bluer than the color of their host
galaxy (see top panel of Fig. 12).

LTGs show similar trends although strongly amplified com-
pared to the ETGs. Intriguingly, among the high mass, scattered
population of both ETGs and LTGs, it appears to be a correlation
between the color in the innermost region and the AGN activity
of the nucleus: nuclei of active galaxies are found on average to
be redder than their non-active counterparts (see Fig. 10). Nev-
ertheless, given the large extension of our innermost region, we
refrain from considering the AGN as main contributors to the
color of the nuclei in these galaxies, as such effect could be re-
lated to the extinction caused by the dust dragged by the gas
that occupies the region and fuels the AGN. Our analysis is con-
sistent with the stellar population study presented by Côté et al.
(2006) who find an old/intermediate stellar population compo-
nent in the nuclear regions of all bright galaxies (ETGs and
LTGs). These still follow a color magnitude relation despite the
scatter at high mass that suggests that, at least for the most de-
viant population, the nuclear chemical enrichment was governed
by internal/local factors. The presence of disky dusty structures
even in evolved systems such as Es and S0s suggests that the
region is periodically refurbished with gas and dust. For ex-
ample, secular disk instabilities or mergers can funnel the gas
and the dust toward the very center of the galaxy. Consequently
the strong degeneracy between absorption and stellar popula-
tion age on such scales prevents from a unique interpretation
of the history of these structures relying solely on optical data
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Fig. 12. Top: distribution of the difference between the color indexes
of the nuclear zone and the color of the galaxy plotted against the total
stellar mass. Bottom: distribution of the difference between the color
indexes of the intermediate zone and those of the disk-dominated zone
plotted against the total stellar mass. In both panels, the blue and red
small dots stand for respectively the blue cloud and the red sequence
galaxies. The blue (red) line connects the average value in 4 bins of
10 log(M/M�) from 107 to 1011 M� for LTGs (ETGs).

(Driver et al. 2007). Further on, as it is shown in the faint end
of the two distributions in Fig 12 (top), many LTGs have nuclei
that are bluer compared to the galaxy color (Taylor et al. 2005)
and, despite a considerable scatter, many ETGs also display blue
nuclei consistently with Lisker et al. (2006). Our spectroscopic
analysis revealed that a fraction of the population of blue nuclei
is possibly populated by PSB galaxies (see Fig. 11) which have
recently experienced a recent, sudden shut down of star forma-
tion and by nuclei that retain some residual SF activity (HII-like)
despite the poor HI content of the host galaxy. These systems are
undergoing an outside-in quenching of the star formation in the
Virgo cluster hinting at physical processes such as harassment
(Moore et al. 1996) and ram pressure stripping (Gunn & Gott
1972) as possible causes of such evolutionary paths.

8.2. Bulges, bars and disks

Despite the considerable scatter in both colors and color
gradients (Peletier & Balcells 1996; Taylor et al. 2005;
Roediger et al. 2011a), the tight correlation between color
and stellar mass of the host galaxies holds true in both the
region identified as intermediate and outer in Sect. 7. ETGs
form a tight red sequence (see Fig. 10) for both regions and
show an average inside-out gradient of ∼0.1 mag (Fig. 12,
bottom). LTGs form instead two different distributions: the blue
cloud of the intermediate (or bulge/bar) region becomes red
(i.e., it reaches the red sequences) above 1010 M� while the
outer, disk-dominated region never overlaps completely the red
sequence. Still, more massive disks are redder than their lower
mass counterparts but the difference between the colors of the
outer and the intermediate region increases with respect to the
total stellar mass. This can be possibly induced by the growth
of a red and dead structure in the center of massive disks, i.e.
that the central part of galaxies underwent a star formation
quenching process that turned them red. Our results on the
average properties of color profiles broadly agree with literature
data. For example MacArthur et al. (2004) have shown that
the radial profile of the average ages of the stellar populations
decreases from inside out and that the steepness of the decrease
is a function of morphological type. Color templates shown in
Fig. 9 exhibit a radial behavior fully consistent with the average
age profiles shown by MacArthur et al. (2004). We find there is
also a good agreement with the (g − H) color profiles published
in Roediger et al. (2011a) for almost all the morphological
types, although in their median profiles of early disks they find
positive color gradients (and consistently positive age popula-
tion gradients in their stellar population analysis, Roediger et al.
2011b) that we do not see. Roediger et al. (2011b) do not find
any direct link between galaxy morphologies and the observed
stellar population gradients. On the contrary, studies such as
Cheung et al. (2013) and Gavazzi et al. (2015) have shown
that the bar occupation fraction rises steeply above 109.5 M�
(as also confirmed by the works done by Skibba et al. 2012;
Masters et al. 2012) and that, above this mass,galaxies are
progressively more quenched (red) in their centers, while their
disks still sustain SF and hence are blue. These studies therefore
highlight that the presence of structures such as bars can indeed
produce the color gradients that we observe and likely also
the stellar population gradients. These authors thus conclude
that a secular bar drives the quenching of the star formation in
the central kiloparsecs of galaxies. Moreover massive galaxies
undergo bar instability earlier than their lower mass counterparts
and thus have more time to grow redder than low mass systems.
Moreover, Méndez-Abreu et al. (2012) on a study of the Virgo
bar fraction have shown that this rises up to more than 50%
above 1010 M�, adding a further link between color/stellar
populations radial gradients that we observe and structures such
as bars (Laurikainen et al. 2010). We stress, however, that disk
instabilities can also rejuvinate the central stellar population
by, e.g., triggering central star formation in correspondence of
the ILRs of spirals or bars (an example could be the one of
VCC 508 in Fig. 3a).

Both MacArthur et al. (2004) and Roediger et al. (2011a),
also observe a positive gradient in low mass galaxies. Among
these galaxies we find only a mild gradient in the template pro-
file of dIrr in Fig. 9. From Fig. 12 we are taken to conclude
that positive gradients can be found in low mass galaxies es-
pecially if we consider the most internal regions (Lisker et al.
2006; Fossati et al. 2013) in contrast to the external parts but
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that the severe scattering occurring at low mass in our param-
eters prevents from extracting a robust general trend. This could
be related to the fact that the low mass population may be com-
posed of objects with different formation processes (van Zee et al
2004; Lisker et al. 2008). In our sample, positive gradients are
most noticeable in the nuclear region (Fig. 12, top) while in the
comparison between the color of the intermediate region with the
color of the disk-dominated region their difference is consistent
with zero.

9. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a semi-automated, IDL-based,
procedure designed to perform photometric extraction on SDSS
multi-band images. The procedure was used to analyze a magni-
tude and volume limited sample of 5532 galaxies in the local and
Coma superclusters. Our procedure, unlike the SDSS pipeline,
avoids the so-called shredding problem and successfully extracts
total Petrosian magnitudes even for the largest objects of the
sample, recovering 383 g- (and i-) band magnitudes not included
in the SDSS DR10 (Ahn et al. 2014). After the galactic and inter-
nal extinction correction is applied, we recover a refined color-
magnitude diagram of the local and Coma superclusters.

We attempted to dissect the color of galaxies in three distinct
contributions: a nuclear region, an intermediate (0.2RPet ≤ R ≤
0.3RPet), and an external region. To this end, we analyzed the
high quality color profiles that our routine has extracted for each
galaxy, focusing on the objects of the local supercluster sample,
with the best spatial resolution. Our analysis highlighted that:
Profiles are powerful tools for the detection of structures on nu-
clear scales (ILRs, dusty disks etc.) even when they are difficult
to be visually spotted on SDSS images.

i) Nuclei of galaxies display the greatest deviations with re-
spect to the galaxy color. This deviation correlates mildly
with the nuclear activity of the galaxy. Passive galaxies do
not deviate from the color of the galaxy while AGNs gen-
erally display very red nuclear colors. Star forming nuclei
follow instead a bimodal distribution: galaxies that are more
massive than 109 M� display redder nuclear color with re-
spect to the galaxy while galaxies with M < 109 M� have
bluer nuclei. Overall, a wide population of low mass galax-
ies display bluer nuclei with respect to their average color
see Fig. 12 (top) although the high scatter does not allow the
extraction of a general trend.

ii Profiles of spiral galaxies reveal on average an intermediate
zone that is redder with respect of the outer disk and this
component is more important at high masses.

iii The intermediate zone color of LTGs overlaps the red se-
quence already at 109 M� and is completely superposed to it
at 1010 M� (Figs. 10 and 12).

iv The disks of spiral galaxies follow a distribution that does not
overlap (and is almost parallel to) with the red sequence but
that still displays an increasing color index with increasing
mass.

From i) we conclude that a wide population of low mass
galaxies undergo an outside-in quenching of their star forma-
tion consistent with an evolution driven by the environment
on short timescales (Boselli & Gavazzi 2006; Lisker et al. 2006;
Fossati et al. 2013). Nevertheless this conclusion does not hold
for the whole population at low mass, as testified by the large
scatter in their photometric parameters in both ETGs and LTGs.
From ii) and iii) we conclude that massive spiral galaxies

develop a red and dead component, the importance of which in-
creases with mass. Moreover, i) and iii) lead us to conclude that
this component must arise in a range mass between 109 M� and
1010 M� but that this component is not the only contribution to
the slope of the global color-magnitude. In fact, iv) demonstrates
that even after subtracting the red and dead component another
process (such as strangulation, Peng et al. 2015; Fiacconi et al.
2015) is required to progressively quench the star formation in
the outer regions of massive disks.
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Appendix A: Source Extractor setup

Source Extractor (version 2.5.0) remains one of the central tools
of the procedure. It has the crucial task to create the best pos-
sible mask for the field of view, crucial to obtain a robust sky
estimate, and to evaluate the geometrical parameters of the tar-
get, fundamental to create the proper set of ellipses (Sect. 3.2).
This is performed in the higher signal to noise white image (see
Sect. 3.1). The most challenging task is to guide Source Extrac-
tor to find efficiently small as well as large galaxies and properly
de-blend bright contaminating sources minimizing the light loss
from the target.

As our sample is dominated by galaxies belonging to the
Coma supercluster, spanning a range of apparent dimensions
from few tens of arc-seconds to few arc-minutes, we chose to fa-
vor a setup that works well with galaxies of this size and we im-
plement an ad-hoc procedure (described in Appendix B) for the
few larger galaxies (all belonging to the local supercluster), that
extend for ∼10 arcmin and contain many resolved substructures.

For all other galaxies, we list here the best set of ini-
tial Source Extractor options that we adopted for the analy-
sis. In order to obtain a segmentation map for each image an-
alyzed the CHECKIMAGE_TYPE parameter must be turned
on S EGMENT AT ION. Parameters that regulate the minimum
number of pixel and the minimum flux limit for a detection are
DET ECT_MINAREA and DET ECT_T HRES H which we set
respectively to 5 pixels and 1.5 sigmas (T HRES H_TYPE =
RELAT IVE). This parameters are the best to account for faint
galaxies and galaxies affected by bright sources as also con-
firmed by Kim et al. (2014). For all galaxies, the deblending
parameters we adopted are DEBLEND_MINCONT = 0.001
and DEBLEND_NT HRES H = 16. Further on, we modified
the memory parameter MEMORY_PIXS T ACK bringing it to
300 000. Moreover, as we are only interested in the geometry of
the target (PA, axis ratio and best pixel center coordinates), we
did not accurately tune parameters regulating the photometric
extraction and the best sky estimate of Source Extractor.

Appendix B: Dealing with large nearby galaxies

Although our procedure is able to analyze galaxies that span a
wide range of apparent dimensions, the Source Extractor setup

we adopted (Appendix A) fails for 3% of the largest galaxies
of the sample, all belonging to the local supercluster. In fact,
galaxies belonging to the local supercluster have many resolved
substructures e.g., perturbed spiral arms, strongly obscuring dust
lanes, bright HII regions etc.

These structures sometimes reach the deblending parameters
(see Appendix A) according to which Source Extractor separates
overlapping objects. Therefore some substructures of the galaxy
are detected by Source Extractor as entities not belonging to the
target.

As a consequence, the area of the galaxy in the segmenta-
tion map is not composed by a single patch but, instead, by as
many patches as the different structures deblended by Source
Extractor.

As described in Sect. 3.1, our procedure exploits the segmen-
tation map in order to produce the mask for the image by remov-
ing the central patch assuming that this is the only mask (of a
galaxy, parameter CLASS_STAR ∼ 0) (Sect. 3.1). Therefore, in
the case of the 3% of problematic galaxies, our procedure would
remove only a part of the mask covering the area occupied by
the galaxy, leading to a wrong magnitude. To avoid the problem,
the user must provide a list of the biggest galaxies, listing the
following parameters:

– RA in degrees;
– Dec in degrees;
– A, the major axis of the galaxy in arcmin;
– B, the minor axis of the galaxy in arcmin;
– PA, the position angle in degrees.

These parameters, taking advantage of the WCS system, are used
to define the area occupied by the target galaxy as the pixels
inside the ellipse

x = a cos(φ) cos(PA) − b sin(φ) sin(PA) (B.1)

y = a cos(φ) sin(PA) + b sin(φ) cos(PA), (B.2)

where PA is the position angle, a and b respectively the semi-
major and semi-minor axis and φ the azimuthal angle going
from 0 to 2π. Within this area, the procedure removes all masks
but the one that have been assigned by Source Extractor the
CLASS_STAR parameter exceeding 0.8.
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Table A.1. Magnitudes extracted and corrected (g − i) colors of the whole sample (one page sample).

Name VCC CGCG NGC RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) g i g − imw0 log(M∗)
(deg) (deg) (mag) (mag) (mag) (M�)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

SDSSJ100016.4+244850 0 0 0 150.0685 24.81398 16.84 16.40 0.34 8.58
SDSSJ100215.0+255533 0 0 0 150.56271 25.9259 17.95 17.47 0.42 8.23
SDSSJ100411.6+240924 0 0 0 151.04845 24.15678 17.28 16.46 0.65 8.75
SDSSJ100415.8+241416 0 0 0 151.06615 24.23782 15.40 14.41 0.78 9.80
SDSSJ100445.2+255832 0 0 0 151.18864 25.97567 17.27 16.35 0.78 9.04
SDSSJ100534.4+273051 0 0 0 151.39364 27.51437 15.93 15.37 0.40 9.03
SDSSJ100621.9+241424 0 0 0 151.59129 24.2401 17.44 16.61 0.68 8.83
SDSSJ100659.1+274121 0 0 0 151.74643 27.68922 17.87 17.00 0.80 8.77
SDSSJ100723.0+244558 0 0 0 151.84614 24.76625 17.41 16.70 0.55 8.67
SDSSJ100935.6+265648 0 0 0 152.3986 26.94694 16.92 16.15 0.70 8.68
SDSSJ101023.6+270702 0 0 0 152.59849 27.11743 16.56 15.88 0.51 8.95
SDSSJ101027.9+275721 0 153 027 0 152.61631 27.9561 14.01 13.07 0.85 10.17
SDSSJ101040.3+242450 0 123 020 0 152.66798 24.41414 14.27 13.27 0.94 10.43
SDSSJ101049.1+272019 0 0 0 152.70491 27.33868 17.12 16.40 0.66 8.85
SDSSJ101217.6+275143 0 153 029 0 153.07348 27.86206 13.82 12.75 0.68 10.12
SDSSJ101442.9+244235 0 0 0 153.67896 24.70998 16.21 15.47 0.55 9.15
SDSSJ101532.7+244325 0 0 0 153.88641 24.72377 17.52 16.67 0.75 8.87
SDSSJ101555.1+243943 0 0 0 153.97968 24.66203 15.79 14.66 1.08 10.02
SDSSJ101608.6+243831 0 0 0 154.03589 24.642 16.27 15.72 0.49 8.98
SDSSJ101620.8+244523 0 0 0 154.08669 24.7564 15.69 14.93 0.58 9.39
SDSSJ101627.6+245649 0 0 0 154.1153 24.94705 17.07 16.39 0.60 8.81
SDSSJ101758.8+252937 0 0 0 154.49506 25.4938 17.26 16.31 0.90 9.15
SDSSJ101807.2+250608 0 0 0 154.53031 25.10232 17.70 16.80 0.86 8.90
SDSSJ101901.9+250214 0 0 0 154.75805 25.03734 15.61 14.92 0.50 9.30
SDSSJ101930.7+254057 0 0 0 154.87819 25.68269 16.86 15.94 0.88 9.29
SDSSJ101954.7+244710 0 0 0 154.97831 24.78616 15.72 14.72 0.96 9.86
SDSSJ102011.0+274901 0 154 003 0 155.04618 27.81704 14.07 13.15 0.75 10.06
SDSSJ102016.6+243550 0 0 0 155.06948 24.59747 15.38 14.59 0.69 9.61
SDSSJ102021.9+243251 0 0 0 155.09147 24.54761 17.50 16.94 0.51 8.26
SDSSJ102022.0+252536 0 0 0 155.09178 25.4268 18.41 17.21 1.16 9.06
SDSSJ102023.0+253752 0 0 0 155.09588 25.6313 17.52 16.40 1.08 9.28
SDSSJ102027.9+250456 0 0 0 155.1165 25.08241 17.46 16.68 0.70 8.79
SDSSJ102033.1+254324 0 0 0 155.13796 25.72335 16.38 15.20 1.14 9.85
SDSSJ102035.1+252301 0 0 0 155.14636 25.38362 15.24 13.88 1.02 10.25
SDSSJ102038.4+253017 0 124 003 0 155.16042 25.505 13.00 11.72 1.25 11.33
SDSSJ102039.4+253335 0 0 0 155.1642 25.55993 18.10 16.82 1.25 9.32
SDSSJ102042.5+245517 0 0 0 155.17732 24.92162 17.56 16.55 0.98 9.17
SDSSJ102042.9+254018 0 0 0 155.17897 25.67194 16.38 15.35 0.99 9.60
SDSSJ102051.9+254909 0 0 0 155.2165 25.81921 17.85 16.94 0.84 8.79
SDSSJ102052.1+253354 0 0 0 155.21744 25.56527 15.84 14.62 1.07 9.96
SDSSJ102058.5+253109 0 124 005 0 155.24402 25.5194 14.57 13.26 1.13 10.61
SDSSJ102111.7+252929 0 0 0 155.29875 25.4915 17.48 16.40 1.04 9.19
SDSSJ102112.8+251857 0 0 0 155.30366 25.3161 15.23 14.08 1.12 10.29
SDSSJ102114.8+253901 0 0 0 155.312 25.65045 17.56 17.09 0.41 8.25
SDSSJ102115.7+252634 0 0 0 155.31571 25.4429 16.62 15.52 1.06 9.60
SDSSJ102124.6+252744 0 0 0 155.35267 25.46237 16.88 15.81 1.03 9.48
SDSSJ102207.6+252915 0 0 0 155.53187 25.48775 15.66 13.39 2.23 11.69
SDSSJ102209.2+241430 0 0 0 155.53865 24.24176 15.69 14.62 0.84 9.76
SDSSJ102235.2+262130 0 0 0 155.64691 26.35853 17.39 16.76 0.57 8.63
SDSSJ102304.8+254007 0 0 0 155.77021 25.66879 16.63 15.48 0.93 9.53
SDSSJ102350.2+261302 0 0 0 155.95923 26.21735 16.62 15.80 0.73 8.98
SDSSJ102400.5+254326 0 0 0 156.00225 25.72395 16.13 15.19 0.74 9.42
SDSSJ102402.9+250621 0 0 0 156.01223 25.10585 17.05 16.07 0.96 9.32
SDSSJ102423.6+265645 0 0 0 156.09856 26.9459 17.07 16.47 0.53 8.52
SDSSJ102425.9+242428 0 0 0 156.10814 24.40778 16.56 16.08 0.34 8.66
SDSSJ102429.6+242523 0 0 0 156.12336 24.42331 17.56 17.15 0.36 8.25
SDSSJ102432.0+241413 0 124 019 0 156.13361 24.23697 14.69 13.82 0.81 10.05
SDSSJ102436.9+253546 0 0 0 156.15395 25.59636 16.87 16.05 0.79 9.16
SDSSJ102547.6+263414 0 154 013 0 156.44875 26.57072 14.11 12.94 1.13 10.54
SDSSJ102613.7+275307 0 154 014 0 156.55725 27.88532 15.22 14.06 0.82 9.98
SDSSJ102641.8+274114 0 0 0 156.67442 27.6873 17.00 16.28 0.68 8.94
SDSSJ102715.8+253106 0 0 0 156.816 25.51853 15.75 15.32 0.29 8.90
SDSSJ102717.1+263200 0 0 0 156.82163 26.53344 15.92 14.82 0.83 9.68
SDSSJ102744.0+270836 0 0 0 156.9336 27.14353 16.01 14.98 0.76 9.58
SDSSJ102826.7+242437 0 0 0 157.1113 24.41049 16.02 15.45 0.42 9.00
SDSSJ102828.5+255049 0 0 0 157.11894 25.8471 17.73 16.84 0.85 8.71
SDSSJ102852.0+264734 0 0 0 157.21677 26.79296 15.69 15.05 0.52 9.10
SDSSJ102852.7+262011 0 154 018 0 157.21982 26.33646 14.71 13.83 0.66 9.92
SDSSJ102901.5+260912 0 0 0 157.25665 26.15349 17.12 16.28 0.78 8.87
SDSSJ102912.6+252351 0 0 0 157.3025 25.39764 16.22 15.63 0.52 8.97
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